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IT CAN RELATE TO GROWTH

Code grows over time (source ).

am-id. hello-world. 

dure division. 

play "Hello, World!" 

ack 

          

Rosetta Code

https://rosettacode.org/wiki/Hello_world/Newbie


IT CAN RELATE TO GROWTH (2)

Code expands to other programming languages (source ).

sage:      .asciz "Hello world. \n"    

LGMESSAGE, . -  szMessage  // compute length of message 

al main  

ov x0,1                   // output std linux 

dr x1,qAdrMessage         // adresse of message 

ov x2,LGMESSAGE           // sizeof(message)  

ov x8,64                  // select system call 'write'  

vc 0                      // perform the system call  

ov x0, 0                  // return code 

ov x8,93                  // select system call 'exit' 

vc 0                      // perform the system call  

essage:      .quad szMessage 

          

Rosetta Code

https://rosettacode.org/wiki/Hello_world/Newbie


IT CAN RELATE TO GROWTH (3)

Code can become more complex (source ).

,u,b,I[411],*G=I,x=10,z=15,M=1e4;X(w,c,h,e,S,s){int t,o,L,E,d,O=e,N=-M*M,K 

<<x,p,*g,n,*m,A,q,r,C,J,a=y?-x:x;y^=8;G++;d=w||s&&s>=h&&v 0,0)>M;do{_ o=I[ 

{q=o&z^y _ q<7){A=q--&2?8:4;C=o-9&z?q["& .$  "]:42;do{r=I[p+=C[l]-64]_!w|p 

g=q|p+a-S?0:I+S _!r&(q|A<3||g)||(r+1&z^y)>9&&q|A>2){_ m=!(r-2&7))P G[1]=O, 

=o&z;E=I[p-a]&z;t=q|E-7?n:(n+=2,6^y);Z n<=t){L=r?l[r&7]*9-189-h-q:0 _ s)L 

q?l[p/x+5]-l[O/x+5]+l[p%x+6]*-~!q-l[O%x+6]+o/16*8:!!m*9)+(q?0:!(I[p-1]^n)+ 

+1]^n)+l[n&7]*9-386+!!g*99+(A<2))+!(E^y^9)_ s>h||1<s&s==h&&L>z|d){p[I]=n,O 

?*g=*m,*m=0:g?*g=0:0;L-=X(s>h|d?0:p,L-N,h+1,G[1],J=q|A>1?0:p,s)_!(h||s-1|B 

n|p-b|L<-M))P y^=8,u=J;J=q-1|A<7||m||!s|d|r|o<z||v 0,0)>M;O[I]=o;p[I]=r;m? 

,*g=0:g?*g=9^y:0;}_ L>N){*G=O _ s>1){_ h&&c-L<0)P L _!h)i=n,B=O,b=p;}N=L;} 

|(g=I+p,m=p<O?g-3:g+2,*m<z|m[O-p]||I[p+=p-O]);}}}}Z!r&q>2||(p=O,q|A>2|o>z& 

+C*--A));}}}Z++O>98?O=20:e-O);P N+M*M&&N>-K+1924|d?N:0;}main(){Z++B<121)*G 

x%x<2|B%x<2?7:B/x&4?0:*l++&31;Z B=19){Z B++<99)putchar(B%x?l[B[I]|16]:x)_ 

F)){i=I[B+=(x-F)*x]&z;b=F;b+=(x-F)*x;Z x-(*G=F))i=*G^8^y;}else v u,5);v u, 

          

IOCCC

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Obfuscated_C_Code_Contest


VARIATIONS

Source: List of Hello World Programs in 300 Programming Languages

https://www.mycplus.com/featured-articles/hello-world-programs-in-300-programming-languages/
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Let's keep this in mind.
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GROWTH AND PROSPERITY
If everything (?) is based on growth, where is the problem?

Limits! Or limiting factors.



COVID-19 CASES

Source: WHO

https://covid19.who.int/
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EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION
„Well-known“ since COVID-19…

Pure exponential growth has no limiting factors.
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LOGISTICS FUNCTION
„Limitless“ growth with limits looks like this:

Economists and investors hate this function and o�en ignore it.

(Moore's Law has not yet encountered „hard“ limits…)
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BACK TO COMPLEXITY
Complexity „just happens“ (subjectively)…

…but is is created because of limitations.
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ENTER THE MACHINE'S MIND
int, float, char, boolean, String

int, long, short, char, long long, float, double, bool, void *

Machines „think“ differently.
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COMPLEXITY
Yes, it's curl / libcurl!



COMPLEXITY



COMPLEXITY



COMPLEXITY
Could be any other (tech) company!
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LIBRARIES ARE GREAT!
One does not simply walk into Mordor with one's own libcrypto.

With great package managers comes great responsibility!

Selection of components vary from conservative to 50 packages per second.
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COMPLEXITY RELOADED
Complexity is not exclusively tied to so�ware development.

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) means you know all data of your organisation.

Do you?
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Source: 

IT has to deal with complexity. And humans!

Network Security: Private Communication in a Public World

https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/network-security-private/9780137155880/
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KEEP IT SIMPLE(, STUPID) (KISS)
Origin in Lockheed Skunk Works (U-2, SR-71)…

…or the 1938 issue of the .Minneapolis Star

O�en cited, not self-evident, hard to implement, always misunderstood.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_Tribune
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KEEP IT SIMPLE (2)
You can have complex objects, but…

…these objects must be easy to fix (in the „field“ = „in production“).

„Make everything as simple as possible, but not simpler.“ (  )Albert E.

https://quoteinvestigator.com/2011/05/13/einstein-simple/


INFORMATION SECURITY

Source: xkcd Authorization

https://xkcd.com/1200/
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HYPE, TRENDS, FASHION STATEMENTS
This feels familiar.
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PROBLEM
That's not a model. It's just a drawing.

Thinking like this is the cause for serious issues in IT (security)!
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HOW DO YOU SELECT IT SECURITY
SOLUTIONS?

There is a need for ${SOMETHING}.
Need usually means unsolved problems or hazards. 🧯☣ ☢
How do you measure (lack of / increased) security? 🔎
Can you assess all your data and systems? ⚖
Can you tolerate a false positive rate of 0.0005? 🛎
(No, because 1e6 events/month mean 16,6 alerts/day.)
Can you name relevant indicators of compromise? 🔥
„Hello, world!“ – Complexity is back. 🥳
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WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENS
1. Ask the IT department, maybe get an answer.
2. Check the budget.
3. Ask companies with a good PR department for their products. 

(If you don't know them, you cannot ask them, hence PR.)
4. Spend money for a compromise between budget, blame, and risk.

„In IT security, the products with the best PR usually wins.“
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THE JOY OF METRICS
It is good practice to measure something. Or to pretend, at least.

Quantification has become a cult - procedure without meaning.

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691174952/the-tyranny-of-metrics
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WHAT ABOUT COMPLEXITY?
We can deal with complexity in so�ware (mostly).

We cannot deal with complexity in black boxes!

Source: Schrödinger’s cat gets a reality check

https://theconversation.com/schrodingers-cat-gets-a-reality-check-37278
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Source: The Tyranny of Metrics
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Source: 

1. What kind of information are you thinking of measuring?

The Tyranny of Metrics

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691174952/the-tyranny-of-metrics
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3. How useful are more metrics?
4. What are the costs of not relying upon standardized measurement?
5. To what purposes will the measurements be put?
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METRICS: THE CHECKLIST

Source: 

1. What kind of information are you thinking of measuring?
2. How useful is the information?
3. How useful are more metrics?
4. What are the costs of not relying upon standardized measurement?
5. To what purposes will the measurements be put?
6. To whom will the information be made transparent?
7. What are the costs of aquiring the metrics?
8. Why does your organisation demand performance metrics?
9. How and by whom are the measures of performance developed?

The Tyranny of Metrics

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691174952/the-tyranny-of-metrics
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QUESTIONS?

Source: N-Body Simulation with 131072 bodies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoLe1c-eokI
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